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	 Wow! Is it April already? I just recently looked at my calendar and 
realized it was only thirty days in April and that tomorrow will officially be 
May 1st! Welcome to another edition of the Gibson newsletter. Before I go 
any further, I would like to give a shout out to Linda Shauffer. Thank you so 
much for your review for the Gibson Newsletter, I really appreciate your 
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review. If anyone is interested in buying the Gibson Newsletter, it is 
available on Amazon right now. Be sure to grab your copy today!


OTHER NEWS 
• If you have tuned in to my facebook page, the first draft of An Orman’s 

Allegiance is officially done. I will be working on the revision process 
this weekend. 


• Be on the lookout for An Orman’s Revenge and An Orman’s Fate to be 
available on Ingramspark and StreetLib next month. My goal is to make 
my book widely available to as many countries as I can and I think both 
Ingramspark and StreetLib will give me an opportunity to do so. 


• An Orman’s Fate will be widely available electronically through multiple 
platforms in May as well. I will be sure to keep you posted on that as 
well. 


HOW HAS THE COVID-19 AFFECTED MY 
CAREER OVERALL 
 It seemed like yesterday I was interacting with my 
adorable infants in the classroom, chatting away with 
my co-workers about observing my classroom and working 
on finishing up An Orman’s Allegiance while waiting on 
a train heading home. Now my life has been totally 
different since COVID-19 struck. The things I used to 
take for granted (staying at home, working on my novel) 
I no longer take for granted. As much as I love working 
on my novels and learning as much as I can about the 
publishing business, I would be lying if I said I 
didn’t miss the social interaction between me and my 
infants in the classroom. But that’s not the most 
important I miss: I miss being a teacher and teaching 
the world what I know a daily basis.  
How are you guys dealing with COVID-19?  

Dominique Gibson  




